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Measles scare hits Colby, 1,000 get boos t ers
By Deborah Fuller
NEWS EDITOR
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Today is the crucial day in
determining whether any more
students will get the measles as a
result of being exposed to a Colby
student who contracted the disease,
according to Carl Nelson, Colby's
Director of Health Services. But the
last day of the incubation period is
Sept. 18,
"If there'sno incident by thel8th,
we're home free," he said, but if
anyone was exposed when
preparing for the COOT trips at the
end of the August, the effects will
begin to surface today.
Mid-Maine Medical Center
confirmed on Sept. 7 that a Colby
student had measles, setting the
college in a flurry and compelling
the Maine State Bureau of Health to
spend more than $20,000 on
outbreak control, according to Jude
Walsh,Maine public health advisor.
On Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday approximately 1,000
people, including 40 or 50 Colby
employees, were forced to receive a
second dose of the measles/
(MMR)
mumps/rubella
immunization at a clinic in the
Student Center.
Any student who does not
receive the shot by 5 p.m. today will
be banned from campus until at
least Sept. 18 by the State Bureau of
Health, according to Walsh . This
designated date allows a 14-day

incubation period for the one
diagnosed case.
Although Michelle Tupesis '92
is no longer infectious, seven
students who had no record of an
immunization and were therefore
violating state law, were
quarantined in the Millet Alumni
House. Two of the students have
been released and the other five will
be remain until Sept. 18 or until the
Health Center receives their blood
tests showing they are properl y
immunized.
Three of the students are
international students whose home
countries do not require the second
shot. All seven students have since
received the shot.
Three students who are taking
medication that is not compatible
with the measles shot, such as a
steroid treatment, were forced to
leave campus until the Health
Center receives clearance from their
physicians stating that they can
receive the shot, according to
Neslon.
If people come in contact with
measles before receiving the second
shot, there is a five percent chance
that they could contract the disease.
The first immunization shot is
95percent effective,said Walsh."We
are trying to get that other 5 percent.
We are trying to beat the clock."
If another case is confirmed
before Sept. 18, Walsh said students
will remain quarantined for another
two week period.
It is a Maine state law that
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One of trie 1,000 Colby students to get a measles shot
everyone
must
have
an
immunization shot after their first
birthday. In response to recent
reports that a single dose of MMR is
not sufficient for lifelong
immunization from the disease,it is
now a Colby regulation that
incoming first year students have a
second shot.
Therefore, explained Walsh ,

,
i

almost 100 percent of first year
students have received the second
shot and the majority of the
remaining 1,200 students will need
the shot.
Last weekend the Maine State
Board of Health refused to allow
athletic teams to leave the state for
fear that some of the team members
were infectious. The field hockey

team, which was scheduled to play '
in a tournament at Smith College in
Northampton, Mass., was the only
team affected by rule.
Tupesis was infectious from
Aug. 28 to Sept. 4. before the disease
wasconfirmedbyblood testsat MidMaine Medical Center on Sept. 7.
She said the Bureau of Health traced
Measles continued on Page 6

Iron Horse
gypped
By Deborah Fuller
NEWS EDITOR
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Hot,Sexy,and Safer will be Friday, Sept. 14 at 7p.m.

Iron Horse Bookstore co-owner
Charlie Hartman and Colby mail
room supervisor Bert Therrien
agreed that Colby would pu t mass
mail received before Aug. 29 in
st u d ents' boxes before ihe return of
upperclass students Sept. 3.
Har t man and Therr ien now agree
that the 1,750 third class ad vertising
flyers which the college received on
Aug. 28 were never put in student
boxes.
Hartman ma i n t ains t ha t Colby
did not distribute the flyers in an
attempt to stomp out her business,
which is in direct competition with
t he Colby Bookstore.
The $231 she spent to send the
flyers wasa waste,sh e sai d,because
shehad to rc-mail the flyers at a first
class m ail ra t e wh ich costs tw ice as

Iron Horse Bookstore owner, Cha rlie Hartman
much.
Therrien contends that Colby's
new addressing system, along with
word fro m K en Gagn on , Director of
A d min i stra ti ve Serv i c es and
Purchasing that all third , class mail
should be put on the bulk mailing
shelves in the Student Cen te r ,
contributed to the confusion.

vliata by Simon tj xmck

He also said the decision to
renumber student boxes arose after
he promised the bookstore to deliver
the flyers. He said the addresses on
the envelopes were wrong
according to the new system.
"Due to some unforeseen snarls
and glitches, we ran int o some
Ir o n H orse con t inued on Page 6

News/Features
MCI, Colby j oin hands

N ews Brief s
Shoplifting charge

A Colby male sop homore was arrested in downtown
Waterville at 8 p.m. on Sept. 5 and charged with theft,
according to record s at the Waterville Police Department.
The record says he allegedly shoplifted a wrench from the
Ames department store at the Concourse. A court date is
set for Oct. 2. The student said he will speak with a lawyer
before deciding a plea.(A.K.)

No beer with Colby I.D.

The Colby Spa ,
which in the past
Colby
accepted
student i.d.s for the
purchase of alcohol, is
now abiding by state
law and only accepting
state i.d.s for proof of
age , according to
Maureen Thompson,
manager.
"It is Maine state
law that we need to see
a state i.d.," said
Thompson. "We are just protecting ourselves."
Thompson said that a drivers license or valid state
identification card from any state will suffice. (D.F.)

MacLab goes cool

The Lovejoy Maclab,which at times reached 80 degrees,
will soon be air-conditioned and remain a constant and
pleasant 68 degrees, according to Director of Physical
Plant Alan Lewis. The air-conditioning system,which cost
$32,000, is expected to be comp letely installed and in
service "any day now,"he said. Installation began on Aug.
28 but has been delayed because of a missing part, said
Lewis.
"Students and the computers will work better," he
said, explaining that the air-conditioning was installed for
the benefit of students and the computer system.
"It was impossible to work up here in the heat," said
Geof Gowan '92, a monitor in the Maclab. "And the high
heatcaused thecomputerstobreakdown moreoften."(D.F.)

Blow out the candles

If you are looking for a way to spend your birthday, the

Dean 's office is not the place to go. Big birthday celebrations
for people who work in the Dean'soffice have been banned ,

according to Dean of Students Janice Seitzinger.
<
"It is better to have low key office birthdays than big
things," she said. "We have a responsibility to students,
faculty and parents to be available for them."(A.K.)

"Colby is on the
verge of entering into a
five year program with
MCI ," which will
probabl y result in
having phones in
rooms,
students'
according to Ken
Gagnon , Director of
Administrative Services
Purchasing.
and
Through the new plan,
MCI will share revenues
wjth the college that are estimated at $50,000 a year.
"The money will hopefully be used to expand
telecommunications into student rooms,"said Gagnon. Colby
is also looking at the possibility of adding speed dialing to
campus phones to eliminate some of the MCI access number
dialing.(A.K .)

Trustees evaluate college

The Trustee Planning Committee, in conjunction with
students and faculty, is looking at five areas of Colby life. The
five independent subcommittees are looking at areas of
curriculum, student life, diversity, the Physical Plant
Department, and financial resources, according to President
William Cotter.
- "We would like to come out with some understanding of
the goals for the college,"said Cotter. The next meeting of the
planning committee is scheduled for Oct. 4 with a report due
in April or May of 1991.(A.K.)

CSE gets complaints

Some of the 70 students who participated in the
Colby Summer Enrichment program last summer were
disappointed with the limited activity schedule and the
meal plan, according to Ken Gagnon, the program
Coordinator.
In response, Gagnon said, "How can you have a
party of 100 with only 500?" He explained that with a
limited number of students he could not offer the same
kind of activities which are offered during the year.
"Some of the students come with expectations which
are too high, "he said.
Students also complained that the meal plan,which
offered five meals a week, was inadequate. "No one
gave much thought to how we were supposed to feed
ourselves," said one student.
Gagnon contended that last summer's students
complained that they had to pay for too many which
they didn't eat,so this year the meal plan was cut to five
meals a week plus additional meals for three dollars
each.The problem was remedied after a week when the
former meal plan was reinstated, he said.
In addition, access to the Jitney was restricted to
weekend activity only, with the end result being that no
one used it at all, according to one student.
"Ken did a better jo b this summer on campus. I
wouldn't give him an A, but it was better."(G.A.)

Books due in a month

Bixler t o be expanded

Colby has been given over $80,000 for renovations to
Bixler by the Davis Family Foundation. The money is to be
used for expansion and renovationof studio,library, exhibition
and storage facilities for art, according to Currents magazine.
Colby also received $1.2 million from the Christian A.
Johnson Endeavor Foundation for the establishment of three
endowed chairpersons and the endowment of a teaching
fellowship, as well as $150,000 from the National Endowment
for the Humanities for a chairperson in the humanities.(A.K.)

Directory Expanded

Despite rumors that it would not be published this year,
the Colby student directory, which lists students' campus
address, p hone numbers, and home addresses, will actually
be expanded this year, according to Ken Gagnon , Director of
Administrative Affairs and Purchasing.
To be available in October, the directory will include
faculty and staff office phone numb ers, and a yellow- pagesstyle directory of all the local businesses,and a section on how
to use the directory and electronic mail (EMAIL). The business
directory was organized by Stu-ads.
"The new directory is a goal we've been workiing towards
for quite a while," said Gagnon. The directory is funded by
MCI and is a free charge to all students.(Z.C)

Acting on a request made last spring by the Student
Association, library loans for books are now limited to
28 days rather than entire semester in order to make
books more available to students.
Stu-A's request last March for the four-week limit
prompted Miller to conduct a campus-wide survey, in
which a sli ght majority of students favored a tougher
borrowing rule.
"If [the new rule] doesn't work out and a negative
message goes through t he same channels, we'll
change it back," said Frances Parker, Assistant
Director for Public Services in Miller. Regulations for
loaning reserves or periodicals have not
changed .(D.H.)Q

Denoeux eyes Middle East
By Mark R. Muir
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Professor Denoeux
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When Professor Denoeux
decided to tea ch at Colby, he didn 't
know what he was in for. This
semes t er h e is t each i ng GO 259,
Politics of the Middle East, an d GO
341, U.S. Policy Toward tho Middle
East, which follow and discuss new
dcvclopemcnts in the region ns they
occur.
"hi his annexation of Kuwait ,
Saddam Hussein m a d e some
mistakes," Denoeux stated. One of
those mistakes , according to
Denoeux, was to attack Kuwait
before registration.
"Although I proposed these
classes long ago, t he events o f t h e

past few weeks have sparked more
interest in them ," he said. On
regis t ra t ion d ay alon e, Denoeux
found himself swamped with an
overloa d of people who wanted into
his classes. As a result, one of his
classes tripled in size, forcing some
students to sit on the floor for the
hour.
Hussein 's other mistakes,
according to Denoeux include him
not exp ecting a united world
resp onse ag a i n s t his actions ,
thinking instead that his army
would achieve a short coup d'etat
in Kuwait. In addition , Denoeux
said Hussein misunderstood
Western television.
"This is a clear cut case of not
know i ng ho w t elev ision i n t he West
works," he said. "In Iraq, television

is mainly used to spread
propaganda. The Iraqi people have
no cho i ce in what to watch, so they
believe what they see. Instead of
rallying support by being seen with
happy American hostages,Huss ei n
received ou trag e b y t he Amer ican
people."
Accompanying this outra ge is
an international embargo. Although
history proves that embargoes arc
usuall y ineffective , Denoeux
pointed oi.it that this is tho fi rst time
that such un iversal support has been
raised.
Having recentl y arr i ve d i n
Watervillefmm France , Denoeux is
already quite at home in his new
offi ce. "1 really enjoy living in
Maine ," he said. "This is a very
Denoeux Continued on Page 7

SOAR takes off
By Cra ig Appelbaum
FEATURESEDITOR,

"Our basic theme is
minority and majority students
coming together," explained
sophomore Ta-Tanisha James of
Students Organized Against Racism
(SOAR), a national organization
making itsfirstappearance thisyear
as a club at Colby.
James (one of the groups
core members) sees SOAR's task at
Colby as many-fold.
"We stand against all
just that directed at
not
,
and
racism
she said.
Hispanics,"
Blacks and
against
'll
also
be
"Hopefully we
forms
of
sexism and other
discrimination. "
"We want to create an
environment where_students can
get together, to learn about where
we all come from,"James explained.
"A lot of students are interested in
international things, like different
peoples and cultures,but don't take
time to learn about the differences
in this country. We hope to change
that."
The "Core of SOAR," as
James calls herself and the
approximately ten other members,
met last Sunday at Camp Caribou
to get to know each other and
discuss objectives.
The "core" hopes to put
out a videotape in the near future,
according to James. "It'll be about
how different students see
themselves at Colby, where they
feel there place is here,and whether
they think racism is a problem here.
Hop efu ll y we'll have sev eral
viewpoints."
"We want to learn about
each other, but we also want to be
political,"Jamessaid."And we want
to help the Dean of Admissions
recruit more ethnic students, and
not just bring them here, but hel p
make them happy so they'll want to
stay."
SOAR plans t o confron t
racism at Colby, which James
describes as being "very subtle."
"When you say raci st, you
usually think of someone in a white
sheet yelling 'Ni gger' or Kike',"
she said. But there's a lot of
institutional racism. At Colby, I

f

"_r__ lot of students
are interested in
international things,
like different peoples
and cultures, but don't
take time to learn
about the differences
in this country. We
hope to change that."
would say it comes from the
majority of people coming from
suburban towns where they
encountered no minorities at all.
That's why I think it's so important
for people to take classes in nonWestern culture."
James sees many Colby
students asbeingafraid of exploring
another's differences for fear they
will insult or offend with their
curiosity.
"Some guy asked me why
there were no black people at
Colby," James said, "ft was an
honest question from a first-year
student,but he was afraid to ask me
because he thought the question
would offend me. But if you don't
know, ask. I ask."
Part of the problem, as
James admits, is that many Colby
students do not ask questions.
"There's a fear of intruding, I
think. If three people of color are
sitting in a dining hall, a white
person won't sit down with them
because of a fear of intruding," she
said. "And you're always worried
about meetingnew people,because
you're afraid they'll rej ect you. But
we all fear being rejected . And you
don't know what the person will
think of you unless you get over
this fear and meet them."
For the moment,however,
James just wants SOAR to open itself
to all students. "It's anyone's who
wants to be a part of it. We want
teach people that if they don't know,
it's O.K. to ask."
Laughing, James summed
ultimate goal above all
SOAR's
up
'
r
else: "We e trying to crea te a
Utopia." ?

A memorial service is being held in honor of jo di
Lynn Spear, Class of 92 on Sunday, September
16 at 2 pm, in the Lorirnar Chap el All are
welcome to attend.

"Echo Archives

'Echoes f romthe p- ast: 1956
By Craig Appelbaum
FEATURES EDITOR
By expanding last year's "Archives" series to include excerpts from an entire school year, the Echo
hopes to provide a greater feeling for how times have changed since the days of our predecessors. This
week the focus will be on 1956, the year when Colby's fratemitites were in full swing, when the
Colbyetteschristenedtheirnewblueuniforms,and whenthefieldhouseofficially becameaWadsworth.
In li ght of the uproar that today's tuition increases stir, Colby students of 1956 must have been
horrified when they read this headline in the March 9, 1956 issue of the Echo: Tuition Costs to Increase
by $75.This increase "would bring Colby's tuition to $800."said the article. Yes, $800. And that price
tag covered both semesters.
However, students could rest easily in the end, for, due to the $75 increase, the college had decided
to drop a $25 general fee.
For those students receiving financial aid,there was even more reason to rest assured . As the Echo
stated back then, "Financial Aid grants will be increased in the same proportion as the increase in
charges..."
In the same issue, a story headlined Meet Your Campus, focusing on the Colbyettes, told of how
"an amazingly large turnover in members [had ] broug ht new sound s and new faces to the Colbyettes."
Also new were the blue jumpers given to the singers, which were "christened on Winter Carnival
Sunday."
The conclusion of the story read, "Always ready with a song, the Colbyettes are working on still
more and new tradtional material and hope to please you all very soon..."
Colby FieldhouseWill Receive Official Name ran the front-page headline of February 10,1956. The
article stated, "the Board of Trustees of Colby voted in favor of a proposal to name the fieldhouse in
commemoration of the late Mr. Wadsworths's long standing loyalty to, and financial backing of, the
college..."
On the page following this .article ran an advertisement for Camel cigarrettes. In the add was this
slogan: "When classes are through, an d your girl's close to you, here's a good thing to do—have a
Camel!" Below the slogan, in enlarged print, was a statement declaring, "Man , Camel's pure
pleasure!" And below that were the words: "It's a psychological fact—Pleasure helps your dispostion.
So smoke Camel."
Local Fraternity Formed at Colby stated the January 13, 1956 issue of the Echo. 'The Colby
Administrative Committee has given its approval to a new local social fraternity to be known as Sigma
Theta Psi." Furthermore, "it was felt that because of the gradually increasing enrollmen t of male
students at Colby College and the present limited capacity of the existing Colby fraternities,that there
was a definite need and room for the establishment of a new fraternity."
But wait, there's more: "The Sigma Theta 's hope, with the approval of the Intcrfraternity Council,
is to enter into all intra-mural activities, both social and athletic, as they feel that by their participation
they will strengthen the bonds between the fraternities and the already established organizations on
campus."
Lastly, the article relates that "the Sigma Theta 's feel that their partici pa tion in campus events will
tend to further the already friendly competitive spirit existing on the Colby campus..."
Although Colby students today continue to complain about tuition hikes and even smoking, they
no longer have fraternities, nor do they attend christenings for the Colbyettes outfits. But no matter
how far we move into the future, we will always hear echoes from the past.
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New faces at Healt h Cent er

OFF THE HILL

By Tamiko Davies
STAFF WRITER

By Gary Alterson
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Three women doctors and one male doctor working on a
rotating schedule replaced Dr. William Bennett at the Health
Center at the beginning of the school year.
Dr. Barbara Harvey, whose specialty is internal medicine,
said she is sympathetic to women's concerns.
With Dr. Bennett as Colby's head physician last year,
there was concern among members of the Colby community,
especially female students, that adequate health care for
women was not available.
Although Harvey has not had previous experience with
students, she said she is very excited about her position and
the recent changes at the Health Center.
The Health Care Advisory Committee, which chose the
doctors, believes there are advantages to the new system.
Students now havea choice between male and female doctors,
and all of the doctors have different specialties.
Students have had mixed reactions to the new system. "If
you prefer a certain doctor,you'd know when to come to him
or her," said one student.
Other students would rather have more consistency. "I'd
much rather see one doctor all the time," said a student
opposed to the schedule. "If you prefer one person you will
have to wait."
In addition to differing opinions about the rotating
schedule, students expressed concern about whether the
male population will be adequately served by Dr. Alan
Hume, who specializes in internal medicine.
"It's human nature to feel awkward seeing a female
doctor and I do feel awkward," said one male student. "But
in theory a student should be able to get over the gender part,
I d on't think it's that important."
"I'd much rather go to a male doctor," said another male
student. "But it doesn't matter because if you're sick, you're
going to go."
Dr. Susan Cochran, who has a background in maternal
and child health,said shereally enjoys college health because
the students are very receptive to education.
Family practitioner Dr. Jane Gudakunst agreed , adding
that her new job will be a great opportunity to educate people
interested in their own health.
"I decided to work for Colby because for college students
it's a special time in their life,"Gudakunst said. "It is the first
time they are responsible for their own health."

Barbara Harvey, M.D.

Specialty: Internal Medicine
Schedule: All day: Monday
Undergraduate: University of Chicago, B.A. 1979
Gradua t e: Yale Un iversity School of Medicine 1986
Residency: Maine Medical Center Internal Medicine
Certified: American Board Internal Medicine 1989
Job Experience: Teaching in medical clinic in Maine Medical
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Wesleyan University

Susan Cochran, M.D.
Specialty: maternal/child health
Schedule: Morning: Tuesday, Friday
Undergraduate: Radcliffe College/ University of Maine BS
1975
Graduate: Dartmouth Medical School 1978
Residency: Maine-Dartmouth Family Practice 1981
Certified: American Board Family Practice 1981
Job experience: University of Maine at Farmington for three
years.
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CAMBRIDGE, MASS.- Earlier this week police
announced that they are narrowing in on a suspect
involved in a ringof sexual assaults over the summer.
The suspect posed as an admissions officer who
would meet withsummer school students and "wine
and dine"them. He then took them to his apartment
where he sexually abused them.

PORTLAND, ME. - Over the summer, the Army
said it would close 50 ROTC units, including the
one at the University of Maine in Portland, by the
end of the 1990-91 academicyear. TheArmydecided
to do this in order to meet its goal of reducing activeduty strength by 20 percent over the next five years.

Hamilton College

photos by Rebecca Pratt
Jane Gudakunst, M .D.
Specialty: Family practice
Schedule: All day: Wednesday, Thursd ay
Undergraduate: College of William and Mary/Ohio
Wesleyan University, BS in Nur sing 1979.
Graduate: Wright State University School of Medicine 1986
Residency: Good Samaritan Hospital (Dayton) 1989
Certified: American Board Family Practice 1989.
H. Alan Hume, M.D.
Specialty: Surgery
Schedule: Afternoon:
Tuesday, Friday
Un d e r g r a d ua t e :
Haverford College
A.B. 1949
Graduate: University
of
P ennsylvan ia
Scharol of Medicine
1953
Res i d e n c y:
Presbyterian Medical
Cen t er 1957
Certified: American Board of Surgery 1961
ivate practice in Waterville/
Job Experience: pr
overseer for Colby Q
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MIDDLETOWN,
CONN.Sudhama
Ranganathan, the son of a former faculty member,
was arrested last week in conjunction with the fire
bombing of the President's house last April. Police
say Sudhama is not implicated in a second fire
bombing of a campus boat house which occurred
last fall.
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CLINTON, N.Y.- A new controversial alcohol
policy was announced over the summer in which
fraternities and sororities are not permitted to serve
alcohol to firstyearstudentsor sponsorpartiesuntil
January.
Also, a n ew cap ital campaign , prov idi ng longterm fund raising for financial aid and buildings
and grounds, will be announced soon. Q

BLOOD DRIVE
There will b_ a Blood Drive
Oit October 2r Ip-iru - 7p.m..,
sportser _d by the Senior Class„
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Birnbacli blasts Colby

Were are they now?
By Craig Appelbaum
FEATURES EDITOR

By Andrea Krasker
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Bill Busineau had high
hopes of joining the Peace Corps
upon graduating from Colby, and
his dream came true when he was
accepted into the program late last
spring. Although he had ori ginally
hoped to go to Africa, Busineau is
currently in Haiti, according to his
mother He is working with the
country's forestry division for two
years, she said.
In last spring 's article,
Busineau said "After four years of
getting a college education I want
to do some sort of social service,
put something back into the
community."

"If you're not prepared to
make schoolworkyour foremost
priority at college, you can
eliminate Colby College from
your list," begins the section on
Colby in Lisa Birnbach's New
and Improved College Book.
Birnbach, author of The
Preppy Handbook, has two
reference books . in print
providing prospective college
students with information
rang ing from curricular
hi ghli ghts, names of sports
teams and the best pizza to the
best local men's clothing store,
average freshman weight gain
and campus slang. Her latest
college book, out this year from
Prentice Hall Press, is
particularly uncomplimentary
of Colby.
In her introduction,Birnbach
says that she personally visited
all 211 schools in the book in an
attempt to capture what it feels
like at these colleges. " H er
information was also gathered
"p hone
from
inter views...fourteen-page
questionnaires
to
students...discussions with
campus administrators, and
careful readings of the same
literature"that is sent by colleges
to prospective students.
Birnbach describes Colby as
a school where students are
mostly concerned with what will
look good on a resume. She says
students are "comfort-loving
kids with a collective respect for
the status quo," although she
cites "the occasional Colby
student interested in learning for
learning 's sake alone." Most
students, according to the
author, "go to class, take notes,
when tested they repeat what's
been said , and rarely question."
In the section listing some of
the worst things about Colby,
one student said, "when they
get the mustard swirls in the
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Last spring, in a piece entitled
"And They 're Off," the Echo
profiled several graduating seniors
regarding their post-Colby plans.
Now that the graduates have had
time to resettle, the Echo caught up
with a few of them to find out if
they followed through with their
plans and how well they have
adjusted to life after Colby. This is
part one of the series.
When the Echo last spoke
with John Hayworth, he had just
been accepted by several law
schools. Now a student at the
Vanderbilt University School of
Lawin Nashville,Tenn., Hayworth
is quick to compare his present
school to Colby.
"You don't have to read as
much as you do at Colby, but you
have to speak up in class,otherwise
you'll get called on," Hayworth
explained. "At Colby you could get
by in some classes without saying
anything, but not here."
As for law school itself,
Hayworth said things "were going
great. It's not as fri ghtening as I
thought it would be, and I have a
lot more free time than I thought I
would."
For those considering law
school, Hayworth advised them to
"take a good prepara to ry LSAT
class."

By last March, Rick Kasten
had applied for jobs at around 40
businesses and interviewed with
20 of them. His tenacity paid off,as
he is currently enrolled in the
Management Associate Training
Program at Citicorp Bank in New
York City.
"It's a one-year program,"
Kasten said. "I'm taking classes in
corporate finance and the like,all of
which I can apply towards the
corporate.ladder."
Kasten described his new life
in the Big Apple as "excellent ,
except for all the murders. It's a
fast-paced city,with a lot to see and
a lot to learn."
Kasten is living with two of
his former classmates James
Reynolds, and Steve Nahley. Q
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qJcLOTHING & SPORTING GOODS
Main St., Fairfield
453-9756

Career Opportunity

Mon. -Thura. & Sat. 9-5
Fri , g.Q

Saturday, October 27, 1990
Applications must be received by
Sept em b er 21, 1990

The Written Examination is ihe initial step
in competing for a career as a Foreign
Service Officer.
Applicants for ihe examination must be:
• At least 20 years old on the date of
the examination
• United States citizens
• Available for worldwide assignment
You may obtain further information and
an application from your Campus
Placement Office or by calling area code
(703) 875-7490, or by writing:
The Recruitment Division
U.S. Department of Stole
P.O. Box 9317
Arlington , Virginia 22209
• An Equal Oitortiinity Emi _oyhi •

ketchup jars," a
comment made by
Dan Spurgin '90,
according
to
reliable sources.
The weather,
more specifically,
"the winter," was
mentioned as an
undesirable
element at Colby.
But at Bates,which
is only about an
hour south on the
Maine turnpike,
the weather is "not
si g n i f i c a n t l y
colder than other
states; there's just
more snow."
Another aspect
of Colby which
receives attention
in Birnbach's book
are the dorms.
Dana and the old
frat houses were
listed under both "worstdorm"and
"best dorm."
"Overall interest in learning"
was rated 7.5 on a scale of one to
ten, the same rate achieved b y
"interest in dating/sex/marriage."
The only thing mentioned about
the Health Center is that it takes an
"active role in providing birth
control ."
The quality of food received a
7.8 at Colby, a 9.5 at Bowdoin and a
6.4 at Bates. Coincidentally, first
year students at both Colby an d
Bowdoin have an average weight
gain of 8.3 lbs, while Bates' frosh
gain an average of 17.3 lbs.
Colby students who are quoted
by
Birnbach
were
very
complimentary about professors.
"They're first-rate. The teachers are
incredible," said one student.
The one problem that students
mentioned about the social life on
campus was not a lack of things to
do, but too many choices. "There
are three things happening at once,"
said a student.
Birnbach includes in her book a
list of campus slang. While terms

photo by Josh Fr iedman
such as "heinous" and "dog
heads" were recognizable as
Colby lingo, some terms like
"dome damage" were not.
When asked what she
thought it meant,Krista Stein
'93 said, "I have no idea ."
Birnbach,however,defines it
as "when your hair looks bad,
you're late to class,you don't
wash your hair, you wear a
hat."
In comparison, Bates'
academics are described as
"stress-inducing, " but in
general an "excellent liberal
arts school ," with a
"congenial" atmosphere.
A full paragraph in the
section on Bowdoin praises
the dining service as "the
collegiate equivalent of a fourstar restaurant." Said one
Bowdoin student, "Bowdoin
can be a very interesting,
challenging and intense place
or it can be somewhat
annoying and apathetic. "Q
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Stu-Ads brings in the bucks

National Housekee per 's Week

Th_w?2ekc>f Sept_mb_i-9-lShasb_en designated a_.Na fckmal I
Housekeeper _ Week, It is intended to recpgnj -e hous_k_ep_ng '
personnel throughout the world for their dedication and
contributionto mair_aMn^adeanandcQmfQrtablce^virQnmentin all industrial,business/social, recreational, and institutional
settings, Colby has an outstanding housekeeping staif that talces
great pride in providing excellent service to students, faculty,
staff and campusvisitors. Take a moment sometime this week if "
you would and tell the people that clean,your dorm, classroom^
office,or facilities that you appreciate theirefforts. The following
-t
is a list of Colby's!housekeeping staffr

By Dave Holtzman
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Matt Dumas '91 spea rheaded an
unprecedented effort this summer
which raised more than $2,500 for
Student Association clubs.
Representing
a
campai gn
appropriately dubbed Stu-Ads,
Dumas solicited downtown
businesses for money which was
added to Stu-A's 1990-91 coffers.
For now, Stu-Ads is not certain
how much of an impact its collected
money will have. "We have an idea
of the revenue that will be coming
in," said Dumas, "but we don't
know exactly how much we have,
and we can't tell the clubs yet that
we've got all the money they need."
The primary focus of Dumas'
efforts was the student directory,
which will be appearing in October
replete with ads fpr Waterville
businesses, according to Ken
Gagnon,Director of Administrative
Services and Purchasing.
In addition,the Eco-Totebags in
the bookstore, bookmarks, book
covers, and "The Moose is Loose"
stickers featuring Winslow''s Pizza
Shoppe with coupons on one side,
are all-the work of Stu-Ads.
'They [thebusinesses] werevery
leased
when they heard about Stup
Ads," said Dumas. "It helps both
sides - they get more business and
our clubs get more funds. That's
very unique."
According to Gagnon, this was
the first time Stu-A attempted to
for
Colby
raise
money
ically
clubs
must
organizations. Typ
fend for themselves, going it alone
in the race to find available funding.
Aside from The Colby Echo, no

M
easles
continued from page 1

her case to a tri p in late August to
New York City.
She spent three days at the
Thayer Unit in Waterville and a
week at the Garrison Foster Health
Center. She had a temperature of
104degrees for three days, she said.
"When adults get the measles, it
makes them very weak," said
Tupesis. "It took a big toll on my
body."
She said on Sept. 10 that she
p lanned to begin classes on Sept. 11

,

Echo file photo

Matt Dumas, '91
student-run group had ever sold
advertising space on its mailings or
products.
"We've really controlled that
[advertising] over the years so
students wouldn't be bombarded
by the advertising of McDonald's
and the like," said Gagnon. "But
people downtown would like more
access to the Colby community.
They said we've been too tight."
One store consciously not visited
by Stu-Ads was the Iron Horse
Bookstore, which is in direct
competition with the Colby
bookstore,according to Gagnon. He
and return to her residence hall the
same day.
Althoug h the shot was
recommended and made available
at a discounted price last spring,
Walsh said many did not comply.
Sixty-five outbreaks of measles
were reported throug hout the
country in June ,according to Walsh.
The disease is respiratory spread,
and can remain alive in the air for
four hours, she explairy_d. The
infection period lasts for ei ght days,
four days before a rash covers the
bod y an d fourdays after the rash.?

Live Weekend Entertainment
Featuring :
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Friday- Mexican Buffet
$8.95
Saturday- Italian Buffet....$8.95
Sunday- Buffet Brunch. $5.95

1$ 673-4755
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10% discount w/
Colby College ID
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problems," Therrien said.
"According to our policies, they
were delivered ," said Gagnon,
referringto college policy that mass
mailings are available to students
on the bulk mail shelves.
Several hundred of the third
class flyers, which advertised the
sale of used textbooks at reduced
prices,were put on the bulk mailing
shelves on Aug. 29, according to
Therrien. Later in the evening, the
flyers disappeared.
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All of the flyers in the hall were
thrown out," said Hartman.
"Someone took them," said
Therrien. "And I have no idea who."
"If I had known, 1 would have
just gone ahead and sent the flyers
first class," said Hartman. "I acted
on the basis that the third class mail
would be delivered [to individual
boxes] ."
Therrien said, "She [Hartman]
paid third class price and wanted
first class service."
Hartman sent each fl yer in an
envelope with "CHART, Inc." as
the return address to disguise the
identity of thelron Horse Bookstore.
Therrien admitted that an
envelopeaddressed to "boxholder"
was opened , and Hart man
maintained that the mail was not
delivered when Colby saw that it
was from her bookstore.
How ever, Therrien . said the
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envelope was opened so it could be
hung on the bulk mail shelf for
students to see.
Colby received the second batch
of first class flyers on Aug. 31 and
distributed them to individual
boxes that day.
Administrative Vice President
W. Arnold Yasinski collected the
1,350 flyers which were not put out
ontheshelvesand Hartman covered
the third class stamp on each
envelope with a $.25 stamp. She
printed 400 more flyers and
stamped those also. Hartman
estimated that re-folding the flyers,
re-stuffing the envelopes, and restamping took five hours and cost
more than $500.
"We Uron Horse Bookstore] are
satisfied with the fact that our mail
did get delivered," said Hartman.
"We are not pleased with the fact
that we had to print and mail them
*•
twice."Q
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Downtown Waterville
Just Across fro m
city Hall
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-Natural light & Mil Best 1/2 barrels
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Enter a Weekly Drawing for $10.00 of Free Gas with Any $10.00
Purchase.
-SUNDAY buy a 10" pizza and get a one item pizza free!!!!!
-THURSDAY buy a 15" pizza and get one for 1/2 price!!!
We sell: Disc. Beer , Wine, Fresh Dough Pizza , and Hot & Cold .
Sandwiches

. WATERVILLE DRIVE THRU
270 KENNEDY DRIVE
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Own Your Own Tap With a Guaranteed Buy Back at
the End of the Year. Place Your Order Now!!!

The Ccurouset
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cited competition, along with
previous problems with companies,
as reasons why a business might
not be contacted.
Although Gagnon said the
campaign was not designed to help
Colby students throw beer bashes,
ads for Jokas' Discount Beverages
and Elm City Discount Beverages
appeared on the Eco-Totes.
Dumas spent his entire summer
calling on businesses in the area
with little assistance. "Matt put a
lot of miles on his shoes this
summer," Gagnon said.
"I think the advertising will
grow next year/'Q

AtWetics-Donna Dionne,Glonda Lessard, Larry Gagnon.
Roberts- Bart Gauvin, Joan Cote, Al Dixon
Grossman,Treworgy,Pierce & Perkins Wilson- Clarence-Hacney,Gail
Rotmtree, Diana Parsons
Goddard Hodgldns, Drummond ^ Piper & Williams- John Smith, Tina
Frappier
Bixler-Gordon Gray; Carroll Hopkins
Areyi Jerome Aticoin, Gail Whitney
Keyes- Kathy Brown, Bob Magee
,
Mudd-Norm Duti.
AvBrill/Johnson-'Pete Lachauce, Mary Va&hon
East Quad- ReggieAlbright, H elen Elliott,Marlene Belanger
West Quad- Reggie Albright. Marie Varney
Hillside Dorms- Mark Huff,Cindy Young,Sandy Gray, Missy Furbush
Hiegh fs- Nancy Reynolds,Butch Marquis
Health Center-Lita Poulin, Gil Paradis
Chapel- Dot Bennett
Miller Ltf)rary*JerryElliott,VirginiaWhite,LorraineT-olduo,Dot Bennett*
Larry Poulin, Ri_t HilIman
Lovejoy- Lorraine Chapman,M erriB Sheilds,, Sue Ann Gaxd
Eustis- PrisciHa Breton, Pete Johnson
Student Cen.er+ Ran Poulinr Tom Vintinner, D_n Poulin, Michael
McKnight
Dana- Dick York, Anita Bilodeau, Sandy Gilbert
Runnals- Dale Hillman
President's House/HillHouse- Natalie RusseH
Poss/Wbodxnan- Ray Otis,RoseTukey, Shelia Lemieux
Mary Low/Coburn- Mary Nuder, Pete Flibbert,Marjorie Gagnon
Assistant Supervisors* Linda Powell,Bob Roux
Supervisor- Arthur
Sawtelle -- - ----_______

873-5184

"Classifieds
Study Abroad in Australia
Information on semester, summer,
J-term, Graduate,- and internshi p
pr ograms. All run for under $6000.
CallCurtin Universityat 1-800-8783696.
Energetic person to be a
representative for Coppertone
Spring break trips to Cancun,
Daytona,Nassau,and Jamaica.Best
programs available Anywhere...
Great incentives and free trips
Call
for
more
possible.
information...l-800-222-443 2 and
ask for Brenna or Bruce.

Denoeux
continued from page 2
beautiful state."
Denoeux isn 't a comp lete
stranger to this country, however.
He received his Master of Foreign
from
Georgetown
Service
University in Washington, D.C.,
after completing his undergraduate
studies at the University of
Grenoble in France.
"I actually first became really
interested in the Middle East as an
undergrad student in France,"
Denoeux said.
His interest in the Middle East

Fast Fundraising Program. $1000
in just one week. Earn up to $1000
for your campus organization. Plus
a chance at $5000 more! This
program works! No investment
needed. Call 1-800-932-0528 Ext.50

Bahamas & Jamaica. For more
information call toll free in or
outside Connecticut at 1-800-2838767.
,_

"Campus Reps needed" Earn free
tri p and big commissions by selling
vacation packages to Cancun,
Mexico, Nassau/Paradise Island,

Colby professor seeks babysitter for
Tuesdays and Thursdays during
the day and occasionally at ni ght.
One 4-year-old and one infant.
Competitive rates. Home: 873-4062.
Office: X3304.

Student Photographers Needed !
Good pay,fun assignments. Must
Addressers wanted immediately! have own camera and experience.
No experience necessary. Excellent Stop by Communications Office on
pay! Work at home.Call toll-free: 1- -4th floor Eustis or call Mary Ellen
800-395-3283
Matava at x3225.

led him to travel extensively
throughout the region after
receiving his master's, and one of
his exploits even included working
in Baghdad for the French
government. He then returned to
the U. S. and received his Ph.D.
from Princeton University.
"It is hard to tell if it will work.
Only time will tell," he said.
Even though registration day is
over, Denoeux will be teaching GO
342, International Relations of the
Middle East, next semester. He
will also teach a class on the IsraeliPalestinian conflict during January,
but one might consider signing up
now as it is sure to be full.-.

Jugglin * at the
The New
England New
Vaudeville Revue

Peace Corp s
at Colb y
College
Thursday, Oct. 11
Film Seminar and Discussion
7:00 pm Balcony Room, Student
Center
Friday October 12
Information Table 9-3:30 pm
Student Center Lobby
Interviews 9-3:30
Hurd Room, Roberts Union

GLENROCK SPRINGS
Delivered To Your Door

Now you can have GLENROCK SPRINGS delivered to your
campus dorm room or office.
- Great Tastin g, Healthy Minera l Water.

photo by J osh Friedman
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- Deliv ery To Your Door Every Other Week.
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• Bottle d in Convenient One Gallon Jugs
That Fit Easily In Your Refrigerator.

A performer from the New England Vaudeville Revue. The Revue
appeare d in Strider Theater on September 8, 1990
SP\
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- Opti onal 5 Gallon Spring Water Dispenser Available.
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TUES-FRI: 730-5:00
SAT: 7:30-1:00
873-1010
45 MAINSTREET

- SPECIAL 25% Discount on 4 Gallon Delivery!

Delivery Begins Week of Sept. 9--Ends Week of Dec. 2
Subscription Deadline is September 14

WATERVILLE

Questions Regarding Special Orders or The Optional 5 Gallon Water Dispenser May be,Directed
to Matt Dumas at x6592 or x3061.
~
G_J_NR _Tck1pr7nGS
OrcteTForrn
To order your delivery of GLENROCK SPRINGS simply fill out required Information below and
pay with cash, check, VISA , MasterCard or American Express in the Colby Bookstore. Or ,
enclose order form with check or money
order (made out to PureWater Distributers)
Name
in an envelope addressed to Box 6592,
Send Through Campus Mail.
Residence Hall Address
Pleas© Check The Amount Of GLKNROCK SPRINGS
Mineral Water You Wish to Order For 1 st Semester.

Box Number

Q 2 Gallon Delivery of GLENROCK SPRINGS
Every Other Week For 1 st Semester
\—\ 4 Gallon Delivery Of GLENROCK SPRINGS
*— Every Other Week For 1 st Semester
Gallon Delivery Of GLENROCK SPRINGS
\^\ 5
Every Other Week For 1 st Semester,
Includes Water Dispenser Rental and
Bottle Deposit (SI0 rotund al Somostor 's ond)
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DROP OFF Q U A \A / q D| A 7 A WASH-DRY-FOLD
V V Z > r LMZ-M 60CLB. 10LB.MIN.
CLEANING &r) n

WATERVILLE MAINE 04901 872-2400
8am . to 9pm. m-f
Sam . t o 6pm S+S
Come in and Check out our new facility and get a....
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FREE

$69.50

!

Top Load Wash and One Free Dry... |
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Maytag "Superwash" Laundry

$20.00

Save $10 When You Order 4 Gallons of GLENROCK SPRINGS
WITH THE 25% DISCOUNT
RATHER THAN PAY $40,YOU PAY ONLY $30 FOR DOUBLE THE WATER!
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Welcome Back - Colby Students

Phone Number

S30.00

DAW'S
BARBER SHOP

....I

LIMIT ONE COUPO N PER STUDENT
EXPIRE S OCT. 31 f 1990
-__ __,
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Founded in 1877
LORI WRIGHT, E ditor
ALISA ATTARDI, ManagingEditor
HEIDI MEEH AN , Layout E d itor
DEBORAH FULLER, News Editor
R.B. KIERNAT, BusinessManager
PAUL ARGIR O, Sports Editor
JOSH FRIEDMAN, Photography Editor
CRAIG APPELBAUM, Features Editor PETE CARPENTER,
BRENT LIVINGSTON, A & E Editor
Advertising Manag er
CHIP SMITH, Op inions Editor
MARK MUIR, Subscriptions Manager
KELLY McENTEE, Production Manager
ANDREA KRASKER,Assr. News Editor
KATHERINE ROGERS, Asst. Layout Editor
HILLARY ROBBINS, Asst. Photo graplty Editor
KRIS OWENS, Librarian
TheEditorial isthe offitialopinion of the paper. The other opinions present on this page do not necessaril y
represent the views of The Colby Echo or its staff.
The Colby Echo encourages letters from its readers , especially those within the immediate community.
They should not exceed 200 words.
Letters to the Editor should be typed. Letters to the Editor must be signed and include either an address
or a phone number. For publication on Thursday, letters must be received by The Colby Echo no later than
Monday evening of the same week.
The Colby Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.

Bashing Birnbach
Lisa Birnbach, author of the widely r ead an d little
respected The Preppy Handbook ha s j ust concluded
her latest liter ary blunder, Lisa Birnbach's New
&Improved College Han dbook. Birnbach offers a less
than glowing review of Colby.

Granted,these types of collegiate evaluation manuals rarely capture
the true spirit of the institutions they review. In this case, Birnbach
must have really breezed through Mayflower Hill. She omitted most
of Colby's bri ght spots and managed to insert more than a few
degrading quips that do little more than pick on the college.
Birnbach juxtaposes reasonable commentary with sarcastic plugs
that ruin the accurate information's credibility. When speaking about
our study habits, Birnbach reminds her readers that, "We're not
talking about any citadel for intellectuals."
Colby is far from perfect. Ask anyone, except Lisa Birnbach. Her
evaluation consists mostly of lingering attempts to be clever and cute
rather than critical observations. The end result is not all that
entertaining.
Like it or not, Birnbach's book will affect a number of students
applying for colleges. This fact,coupled with Birnbach'sown admission
that "Frankly,I have not travelled to every school recently," makes her
an irresponsible writer. Frankly,Ms. Birnbach, telephone calls and a
couple of random surveys could never come close to giving a solid
representation of this college.
So, if you know prospectives who want a fair evaluation of Colby,
don't send them to Lisa Birnbach, send them to campus. We will tell
them exactly what it is like to be a living, breathing, challenging Colby
student.

Better p arties .at
bigger places

On the first weekend back to school, wherever
there's a party, it's going to be big. Since the school
didn't schedule any parties with alcohol on Friday
or Saturday, many of them ended up in residence
halls, causing dorm damage, violating fire codes,
and hassling Safety and Security.

The school's schedule of social activities last weekend was done
with little planning, causing more problems than if they had just
allowed big parties to happen in big places.
While we support non-alcoholic parties in the Student Center,
like the '60s dance party on Saturday night, many students want
sloshy beer bashes on the first weekend. So they held them in less
than adequately-sized residence halls.
On Sunday, however, the school decided to have the first allcampus keg party. Yes, on Sunday. Rather than the First Day of
Loudness, this party should have been called the First Day of
Quietness. Student Activities scheduled a missed opportunity by
having the party on a day usually set aside for studying and relaxing.
And from the looks of the thin crowd, that's what people decided to
do.
The school has a valid point in wanting to curb excessive drinking.
And it 's nice to have an interesting alternative to thebeer bashes. But,
on the first Friday and Saturday nights of the year, many people want
to have beer-related fun. Despite what Lisa Birnbach says, Colby
knows how to have a good time. And we'll do it, even if it means
crowding into small places for lack of a better location. Next year,
let's work for a bigger place at a better time.

Letters "
To The Editor . . .

Arnie Yasinski
clarifi es

There may have been some
confusion created by the pull quote
attributed to me in your September

6 article introducing me to the Colby
community. In particular, I would
like to clarify my views on faculty
salaries.
Maintaining good growth in
faculty salaries is the single most
important financial imperative

Colby has if we are fo build further
Colby's already high academic
standing and fine teaching.I cannot
even imagine a situation in which
faculty salaries would be cut.
Respectfully,
Arnie Yasinski
Administrative Vice President

S/U change passes examination
By Ma ry Beth Heiskell
STAFF WRITER

This year the student body
returned to campus to find that the
planned revision of the Pass/Fail
option had become reality.
Although the change has been
printed in the course catalog since
1989, the absence of Pass/Fail has
only now been recognized b y
students.
** The Pass/Fail course election
option has been changed to
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory, and
the governing rules behind it focus
on a G- (as opposed to a D) as the
new "failing"grade. I fully support
the reasoning behind the change.
Ihe reason tor thenewstandards
stems from the administration's
desire to cut down on the abuse
conferred upon the former Pass/
Fail option, according to my Hall
President and discussions in
President's Council last year.
I know many students are
angered by this change in standards
regarding acceptable work:
However,remember that a student
who coasts by with minimal interest
and participation in an effort to
simply pass a class, effectively

disrupts the learning process of
other students in the class. A "D"
amount of work does not deserve
equal credit as an A-student's
amount of work.
Traditionally, students reserved
the Pass/Fail option for plotting
easier semesters, in which minimal
effort was necessary to receive an
acceptable number of credits. This
was the premise that guided the
Educational Policy Committee to
change the Pass/Fail policy, which
I believe was a valid one.
I believe the old Pass/Fail and
now the new S/U election should
encourage students to experiment
with new courses in which they
may not fully trust their academic
finesse. In addition, I feel that a
non-graded course can relieve a
great amount of academic pressure
in a busy or challenging semester.
But in my opinion , those
students who are upset by this
overdue academic standard
upgrade are most annoyed that
some of their anticipated leisure
must be sacrificed for productive
course stud y. This is an
unreasonable request at a liberal
arts institution of such high caliber
as Colby.
Just looking at the statistics

published in last week's Echo of this
year's incoming students, it seems
obvious that each student here is
capable of at least average work.
Granted, times arise when this is
not true,but these instances should
be an unfortunate exception, and
not a college-supported norm.
Another argument in favor of
the new S/U option centers around
rules of the old system which have
not changed. Students receive 10
days from the start of the semester,
to acquire a feel for their classes and
estimate the amount of work
involved for study,beforetheymust
officially declare the S/U election.
After this time, students still have
another 55 days in which they may
revoke the S/U option. During this
tin > !.•. merehas probablybeen one or
two exams or papers. With only 30
class days left , how can one not
have a good sense as to their
standing in a class? Certainly the
time to decide on which option to
take is more than sufficient.
I urge disgruntled students to
examine closely their dissatisfaction
with the revised Pass/Fail option .
Is the source of this dissatisfaction
an academically sound argument
or is it the desire for an easy
schedule?Q
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Students On Tlie Street:

What do you think about the EPC's decision to alter
the Pass/ Fail option to the new Satisfactory /
Unsatisfactory rule?

Tom Powers '92
"I think it sucks! The Pass/Fail
allows you to take a course in
something out of your major and
not worry about the grade."

Karin Wagner '91
"It inhibits the chance to explore
and not succeed."

Scott Greenfield '93
"I think that with this decision you
don't blow off courses as much.
But, I also think that you should be
ableto take thecourse and notworry
about your grade. This decision
makes you worry about your
grade."

Shelley MacConnell '91
"I prefer the system as it stood
before."p hotos by J osh Friedman

Colby's best and worst

Your favoritemissed meal locator*ana
off-color hangout*TheColbySpa,no longer
acceptscollegeiJD/s as valid proof of age.
Yow. trtj -isit have a. license or £t#tfc
itfenti&catiortcardif you arethinfcmg about
ordermg a "beer. Yes folks, that's tight. In
your own college '"sttaeld^ir"' they won't
betteVfcy0:Uart* %l if yOttrOtftyform of W, i$

benefactors for finally doing; something
aboutthfe athleticfteM^
weekend the vro:asi_.n _ and men's- soccer
teajrtei_hristened r'he ne_v $pCcer/J&<3'o$*_*_
,
fiel<3whj chir?5ltwati*dbehjnd)ohnson.!Pond>
Withouta doubt,thenew field is oneof the
nicest in. Mains and ataybe even New
Engter
t4 tft fart, ft j Wasromar.ed that msn'*
soccer
captaJaJMe ftussmanand hiscoach.
4.
.J
tw
.l
mkn iW
...w
^.
f
i |
w l.-H i .l.. ^
.
i.ri
Dean Mark Serd^saiart were seen grazing
on the plash new surfacejust site? they
SOMETHING TO SNACK ON handily defeated Paging atomni squad ,
Fortunately,thenewfieldtscdesigried to
accommodat e Maine win ters and springs
the one thatj heyissue us everyyear. Qve so tliat Colby athletes and their opponents
us a break,guys! If weean't use our Colby &- not $ut?j&tted to « #ud festival when
I.D/s on. campus, what exactly #re they game day tofts around> Colby students
good fort Thoy <&rt&m1ydon't works*bar* deserve thesetypes of state-of-the-art
downtown(what few bars thereare),And, _thle_efaeOities,andlucl<ay^sonie^;enero_s
who carries their birth certificate or a $0U.$ were aWeiO help us Out, A$ for the
pjj ssport when they ate headed up to the future, lei's have some foresight and build
StU<tOctt;Ci^t0rlC)T$0mom<t!to$SAd;^g'AiaA0 or refurbishour athletic facilitiesorelseonr
of pool? So remember,if y ou want a.beer at athletes' performances will be needlessly
theSpa,bringyowmom*Maybe shewould effected , ForesigKand*hat "%ht
itfgwhite
be willing to vouch for your sge.
mulo* spirit should be enough to keep
Congratulate irt»$t&o$
&nd Colby'sathleticintegrity intact .Q
W
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Colby AND Waterville
Waterville is not a college town.
Colby students certainly use it for
shopping and eating, but it does
not have the feel of an Amherst, a
Hanover, or, as much as I hate to
say it, a Brunswick. We talk about
Colby being up on the hill, but
Mayflower Hill creates a much
bigger chasm between Waterville
and Colby than people realize.

Matt Lehman

THROWING STONES
During my first three years at
Colby,I lived in my nice little world
on campus , going into Waterville
to hit Shop 'n Save late night, etc.
Like everyone else, I've poked fun
at Waterville from time to time,but
I never really thought out my
opinions of Waterville. To me, it
has never been a particularly
significant place except as the town
where Colby is located .
However, this year I live offcampus. In just ono week,I've gotten
a joltin g awakening to what
Watorvillc 'scitizensthinkofCoIbv.

Chris Brown '91
"I don't agree. If anything they
should
have
allowed
upperclassmen to use the old
system. Somepeople saved uptheir
Pass /Failoptions to usetheir senior
year after finishing their major.
These students could have taken
interesting classes that they
wouldn't have taken otherwise."

To put it bluntly, there is a
tremendous amount of animosity
towards Colby out there, and it's
time we did something about it.
Let me get one thing straight, I
am not addressing simply the issue
of off-campus parties,although this
isone manifestation of theproblem.
Rather, I am concerned with the
embittered interactions that occur
day to day between Colby students
and the people of Waterville.
It is certainly not hard to
understand why the relationship is
sour. Colby's tuition,being as high
as it is, brings many students from
privileged backgrounds. Stick them
inareIativelyblue-collar,depressed
area like Waterville, and there is
bound to be tension. If our
appearance was the only problem,
most likely it could be overcome.
However, our callous comments
have irritated an already sensitive
relationship.
We have exacerbated the
problem through what I call
"socioeconomic prejudice." This is
being prejudiced against a person
because of their economic

Social life after frats

Like it or not, the Colby fraternities are no
longer an important factor in our social life.
Certainly there are remnants and old ties to
frats, but the administration has finally
succeeded in its six-year goal. Personally I'm
glad the struggle is over. It's not that I've
always agreed with the administration's
stance on frats, it's just that I was sick of
attending a school in transition without any
particularly satisfying social structure.

Steve Collier

LIKE IT OR NOT
I used to believe that the original
banishment was a mistake; now I'm
undecided and don't feel I'm capable of a fair
jud gement since I never experienced college
life with legal fraternities. What I am sure of,
however,is that neither the illegal fraternities
nor the administration succeeded in pleasing
a majority of student's social expectations.
What I see now is an opportunity, and I
hope that both the administration and the
students will seize the chance to make Colby
a more exciting place. It's not that we haven't
had fun, but the staleness of carbon-copy

differences. C'mon, it wasn't long
ago that you heard someone
comment on a Colby employee, or
ridicule a house or car they saw
downtown.
Much too often we take our own
good fortune for granted,and then
cheaply inflate ourselves by
degrading Waterville. It's strange
that Colby has attacked racism and
sexism, and yet at the same time
ignored economic discrimination.
As students, we must take the
responsibility for repairing our
rapp ort with our host city.
Certainly, both students and the
citizens of Waterville will always
face some animosity from eachother
because of economic differences.
However, politeness and genuine
respect on the part of students can
effectively overcome most of the
obvious animosity.
Students should join a group
like Colby Friends, or attend a local
religious serviceinorder to integrate
themselves with the locals. Also,
whenyougo to anoff-campus party,
be courteous and don't scream
Waterville Continued On Page 12

Student Center parties has left a poor taste in
a lot of mouths. If the administration is
serious about a greater variety of social
activities and less emphasis on drinking,then
weneed to behave moreoptionsto theStudent
Center's over-crowded drinking fests. That's
where student government,hall staff, and all
the complainers come in.
The administration created a Commons
system in an often disappointing attempt to
replace the frats and create more unity and
excitement. I want the system to work,but it
needs more participation to even have a
chance of creating the diversity we need.
With 1700 intelligent minds on such a small
campus, it's pathetic that we rarely use our
abilities to supply some ingenuity into
improving our social lives. We all complain
about the Student Center's inadequacies,but
we don't follow through on these com plaints
with interesting alternatives.
Be assured, the administration is at fault
as well. Last year they took an exciting IPLAY system and trashed it-in yet another
attempt to sack the frats. As a result,
undefeated Taylor won the I-PLAY football
Life Continued On Page 12

Iron Horse rides again
By Sandy Colhoun
STAFF WRITER
Once again this year, I found
myself standing in a terribly long
line at theColby College Bookstore,
waiting for that dreaded moment
when the sum total of my book
purchases would flash on the
monitor. I watched each student
step up to the register and I winced
with them as they pulled out checks
and credit cards to cover the
damage- big damage indeed ,
ranging anywhere fro m $150 to
$275. One mi ght think the books
we were buying were written on
ancient, hand-crafted paper, or
perhaps bound with gold thread.
My tab? a cool $67.66 for five
books (two used). Of course, I still
need to purchaseanothersixbooks
when they come in, so I can expect
to double that figure. My point
here ia a simple one, the cost of
books has gotten out of hand. Two
brief examples will quickly
illustrate this point: one friend of
mine paid $168.35 for six organic

chemistry books,and that's for just
one class. Another friend paid
$36.50 for a used environmental
economics textbook. This is
absurd. We pay $20,400 a year to
study here,then, as if to add insult
to injury, we're overcharged to
the hilt on our books.
There is a solution, shop at the
Iron Horse Bookstore, located
about three miles away at 10
Railroad Square. The Iron Horse
offers many of the college texts,
and often at substantial discounts.
A comparative shopper will find
savings ranging from 1/4-1 /3 off
the Colby bookstore price. I
purchased a hard cover,used, two
semester volume, U.S. History
textbook ( good for 2 semesters of
U.S. History) for $28. A one
semester,paperback versionof the
same book ran for about $25at the
college bookstore.
The Iron Horse Bookstore has
had a difficult time making the
store known to Colby students.
For instance: the 1990-1991 student
Horse Continued On Page 12

Soul to Soul's New LP: A New Decad-i

some of the uninspired lyrics that
accompany an ail-too conventional
A & E EDITOR
synthesized rhythm. The same
could be said for the the title track
Released earlier this summer, which is filled with high, quirky,
Soul To . Soul's new I p has and artificial sounds. Apparentl y,
established them as one of the Soul To Soul did not full y utilize
premier producers of funk in the their creative talent, as compared to
music industry.
their first lp, "Keep On Moving".
"Vol. II - A New Decade" is
Conversely,
the
most
worth the price of a CD for the first provocative lyrics kick in on "A
song "Get A Life," which was put Dreams A Dream," where once
but on a dance track several months again Romeo 's piercing voice
before the actual album. "Elevate mystifies the listener, "I can see right
your mind/Free your soul / Feel through you/ Show me who you
the feeling/ Let your body take are," he sings. This song delivers a
control." sings the lead vocalist particularly powerful message on
Romeo as the very danceable beat the dance floor, as the words are
directed at your partner.
complements her exquisite voice.
Throughout this song and the
There are two instrumentals on
entire album, male-vocalist Browne the album. Both have a mellow
cuts in, making lyrical comment. flavo r which is quite appealing to
This becomes annoying at times, the listener, especially on the cut
because his voice is somewhat "Courtney Blows," which features
unsavory in comparison to the a mean saxophone solo by Courtney
female-vocalists' voices.
Pine.
The next cut entitled Love
Overall,the album is a good one.
Come Through" has a softer tone A few of the songs are quite
than the first,butdeliversa soothing memorable, but "Vol II - A New
sound that was not so prevalent on Decade" lacks the inspiration
their first album. Again, Romeo present on the first album.The work
takes the lead, singing, "Ask me no as a whole doesn 't have the diversity
questions/And I won't lie/Trust of "Keep On Moving," which was
your vibes / And let your love come an even mixture of soul, funk, and
through." •
rap. However, if you are a Soul To
"People" is the title of the third Soul fan, don't let this stop you
cut which is the weakest effort on from purchasing the latest album.It
the album. "Walking down the may be a new decade, but it still
street/ Watching people go by" are sounds like Soul To Soul. Q

By Brent Livingston
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Explore Maine while yon have the chance
Don 't miss Mt. Katahdin and Vinalhaven Island while attending Colby

p lioto by josh i ntilman

By Sandy Colhoun
STAFF WRITER

a gra d ua tio n requ i rement , is Mount

Katahdin.
At 5,200 fee t Ka t ah di n i s t he
highest peak in all of Maine. Its
summi t marks t hc en d of t h e fam ous
Appalach ian Trail which originates
i n Georgia an d win d s its way
Northward through the mountains
of nearly every Eastern seaboard
state. To stand on the summit of
Katahdin on a fall day, looking ou t
across t he vast reaches of northern
Maine ,, with the fall foliage
unfolding before you i s i n t ense and
inspiring.
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Th ere are so many pla ces t o see

in Maine that to hit all the hot
spots in four years would be quite
a feat. But the best of the best can
be narrowe d d own to a few
priority locations you can't affor d
to miss.
Topping off t he l i st, so essen t ial
to the Colby experience it should be

10

The Kn i f e E d ge trail off the
summi t i s a t hr i ll er an d possibly the
si ngle best ridgewalk in all of New
Eng land. It makes for an excellent
descent trail , and the view i s

spectacular. (Call Baxter State Park
t o make reserva ti ons i f you plan on
camp i ng ov ernig h t. 207-723-9616).
Another prime spot is
Vinalhaven island , off the coast,
how ever, it i s unknown t o many
Colby students. Vinalhaven boasts
one of Maine's oldest tra dit ional
fishing villages not to mention
hundreds beautiful coves and inl ets,

surrounded by thick pines groves.
There are many excellent spots for
a quaint afternoon p icnic
overlooking the ocean.
Vinalhaven can be reached by
driving to Rockland,an hour east of
Colby. From there, on e can h op a
ferry and enjoy an hour long tri p to
the island. The cost is about $15
round trip with your car - a bargain
compared to $130 to reach Martha 's
Vineyard in your car.
Once there, head across the
island to the public landing for a
view of the Fox Island Thoroughfare
and North Haven Island .Bring your
bikes, and ask where the quarry is great swimming in season. And if
time allows, a stopover in Camden
about twenty minutes north of
Rockland is well worth your time.
For another genuine Maine
experience , head to Acadia Park on
Mt. Desert Island. (5$ per carload at
the main gate). Acadia's Cadillac
mountain, which canbe reached by
car, is the first place to be hit b y t he
risin g sun e a c h d ay in the
continental United States. If you arc
patient and lucky you may catch
sight of a whale, seal, osprey, or
puff i ns from on e of th e many
spectacular cliffs. Be sure to stop by
Bar Harbor,a beautiful ocean village
on the island.
For t he more am b i ti ous , a d rive
west on Route 2 can be amazing,
especially when tho leaves are
turning. Fall break,Oct.5-9, Is a good
time. Route 2 takes you directly into
the hear t of New Hampsh i re's
Whi t e Mountains, tho Rockies of
the North East.

The White Mountains are a
playground to themselves, but Mt.
Washington is definitel y the
mountain to climb. It is the highest
on the East Coast at 6288 feet. A
relativel y easy ascent can be had
via the Lions Head trail which runs
just above Tuckerman's Rav i n e,
which, by t he way, offers spinechilling spring skiing.
The adventures one can have
arelimited only by your motivation
and imagination. Other sigh t s,each
fabulous in their own ri ght, include:
white water ra fting down the
Kennebec River; canoeing the
Allagash in the far North (absolutely
untouched territory and your best
chance to see a moose - Maine at its
very best) or Flagstaff lake just
be yon d Sugarloaf sk i area;
moun tain biking around Sugarloaf.
For a beach day try Popham Beach
(in Reid State Park) just north of
Portland; and finall y, Evans No tc h
in Western Maine. Climb Old Spec,
the third hi ghest peak in Maine, or
check out the beautiful waterfalls
located there.
If you don 't hav e a car , or you 're
in t erest ed in a d ven t uring but ar en 't
quite sure how to do it all, j oin the
Colby Ou t ing Club. For a minimal
fee, you have the use of tons of
equipment and can join them on
anyone of several trips throughout
thc Fall.Formoreinformationchcck
out the Outing Club case in the
student center. So take advantage
of your time in th is b eaut i ful state ,
soak up the crisp, pine-scented air,
and get out there! ?

Comingsk

J \a Cf tCtCtS* Ljye music on the "weekends from 8:00 to
1:00.Call 622-1364 to findoutmore,WWttenRoad,Augusta.
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Skating here. Call#?3-lSu5 for a schedule.
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^y l(Vb£$i pine inthis warm,artfulenvironmentspecializing
in exoticSeafood dishes,at 169 Water St., Augusta. Dinner
starts at 5.30. For reservations call 622-9575-(see review)

"Bates College,(Olinf trts Center)

Movies

7:00 i There will bean outing club meetingin Lovepy
21S_
7;00 $ 9:15 ; Stu-A film "Driving Mis$ Daisy" will be Hoyfs Cinema Listing
JFK Drive,S734$Q0
shown in LovejoylOO.
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^TittylGatd-f tt ,For some spicy,Asian cufcinerry
this finq establishment on Exchange Street, 1 Center
Plaza, Portland . (see review)

. Medical Students explore thefreaky
J r UtttVnCrS
World of life after death.Rated R. ShoWtimcs: 7:30 and
9:50.

ifo yresf tman, Marlon Brando and Mat how

f l a king
Care of B
' usiness* The ntie i& «eif-

explanatory. Rated R. Show times 7:20and 9:45,

Dawn party.Main St, Waterville.

Jyarftpi&n,A geneticscientist has a nasty lab accident.

%Jltt£0S*Jfypu <mjoya rustics atmospherewhere Rated R. Show times: 7:40and 9;55.
live ftfik -music i$p3ayedOn Frid ay$ and Saturdays,try
Am-go's. 9 DanaSt., Portland. 772-0772.

i

J ohn Martin's Manor, sorry, no more

live entertainment here, but they still havo comedy
night on Thursdays,

Opening Friday are Men M Wor^
and (Bump lip rIhe Volume,

%aitroa&'Square Cinema
J^LtQrai A wonderful animated film set in Blade Runner

Seiler 's got you down:try these
By Greg Beitchman
STAFF WRITER

their cold noodle skins stuffed with raw vegetables and
cooked shrimp. These are the only uncooked spring rolls I
have encountered on the East Coast of the U.S., let alone the
state of Maine, and trul y a refreshing delight.
Next came green coconut curry with shrimpand potatoes,
a pleasantly sweet concoction making ample use of coconut
m ilk, peppers and a touch ofanicc. This was accompanied by
a cold and spicy noodle salad filled with small shrimps and
peanuts. This last dish was quite a treat , but required several
glasses of water to keep the flames from leaping out of my
throat.
Don 't worry, however, if you are not a fire-eater. The Thai
Garden offers plenty of dishes which will match a more mild
palate. I should inform the reader that , when ordering, we
requested all dishes be made spicy. In most Maine eateries
such a request invariably means nothing, but at Thai Garden
the results were spectacular beyond belief. If Seller's isn't
enough , its worth the tri p.
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Located one hour away in downtown Portland , the Thai
Garden provides the best Thai cuisine in Maine. This exotic
eating establishment offers an eating experience that will
blow your mind to Bankok with its wide variety of tasty and
remarkabl y real dishes.
Thai cuisine , generally orients itself around three or four
flavors , including spicy chili , coconut , eclantro, peanuts and
lemon grass. Thai Garden 's menu pays homage to all , leaving
the diner begging for more.
We started with the seafood soup, a fine combination of
squid , shrimp, fish, and scallops in a spicy chili and celantro
base pure heaven if you enjoy food that will turn your mouth
into fire.
Wo followed with an order of Thai spring rolls, notable for

No exhibits until Sept. 14, when the Maine Craft
Exhibit will take place. This exhibit will run through
Nov. 4. For mor e info* call 786-6255.

"Bowdoin College{'WalterJ lrt
*Bmtding)

A black and white photographyexhibit consisting
mostly of landscapes by Paul Caponigro and varied
contemporary prints from the Vinyl Haven Press.
Museumhours;10 p.m to 5 p>m< Sundaysfrom 2p.m<
to 5 p-m.Closed Mondays. For more info, call 7253000,

Colby College

Broderick star in this combination of "The Graduate",
"Rainman *, and "Tootsie." Rated PG. Show times: 7:05 and
Now showingat the museum are "The American In
9:35.
j
Paris Exhibit"organizedby Michael Martais and the
recent work of Dennis Pinette. Museum hours are
Monday through Saturday from 10 a.m. to noon and
{Presumed Innocent Harrison Ford stands 1^>.va.to 4 £G p_m.; Sundays,2 p.m. to 4i30p.m.
accused of a murder in this mystery thriller- Rated R. Show
times; 7:00 and 9:45.

Qf tOSt* Demi Moore, Patrick Swagey, and Whoop?
,
Champions*Wednesdays are eollege nights, Coldberg $tarin thisofr-beat $updr natural thriller Rated PCFridays feature a live DJr and Saturday is a Dance To 13. Show times: 7;10and 9i40.

QhtZ>> The "inspectors" will be performing at the
Chest on Water St., Waterville. If you're over 21 come
check out the local crowd,

Territory, -where street-roving punks battle the
controlling military. A PG -13 rating.Showtimesare
at night at 7#0 and 9r30> Also, at 1 p<m+ on Sat and
Sun.

T^tra .

QUting 0M hC^in.OnlylO milesawayis
a beautiful lake-front spot that is yours to take
advantage of. You can pick; up a map in the Outing
Club casein the Student Center.Also,sign up f o rskydiving with the Outing Club, Sign up sheet isin the
same case.

Wfi ite-water^ft ing.QnQmtiwp ^y

trip$ are offered on the "North Country Rivers."CaO
445-2626 for moreinfo.

MO W,Don'tmiss The Biological Film Festival's
movie this week Entitled "Sexual Encountersof the
Flora) Kind*, ft is beingshown on Monday at 7 p.m,
in the Miller audio-visual room.

Concert, Organist Marion R. Anderson will
perform a series t> \works byJ.S.Baeh on the college's
celebrated track^action organ. Ecing Held m the
Bates Chapel on Saturday,

Thai Garden is located at One City Center on Exchange
Street in Portland. Hours are 12 p.m. to 9 p.m. on weekdays
and until 10:30 p.m. on weekends. Prices, range from $10-15
per person.
Slates Restaurant offers a remarkable variety of dishes for
brunch , each prepared in a fresh and tasty manner. From
toma to artichokecrea m cheese omelets to chocolate raspberry
muffins Slates is your brunch headquarters for the weekend.
The three page menu is packed with a variety of dishes not
usually found in the Maine area. The coffee is delicious, the
service friendly, and the atmosp here is pleasant with a live
guitarist usuall y present.
Starting with a smoked salmon and cream cheese omelet
(served with home fries and muffins) and a glass of fresh
orange juice, we satsoakingup the mellow atmosphere north
of Augusta, Slates is about a 30 minute drive from Colby. It
serves brunch from 10 a.m. to 2 p,m,Q
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Horse

Continued from page 9
handbook fails to mention The Iron
Horse under its list of local
bookstores. Seeing that the Iron
Horse was a major top ic for
discussion last year, this has the
appearance of ah intentional
omission. Obviously the college is
wary of their new competition, as
well they should be. In time, as
more students discover the savings
they can make at the Iron Horse,
perhaps the Colby bookstore will
be forced to reconsider their pricing.
To facilitate this process, be sure to
remind your friends to check out
the Iron Horse; and work on
convincing your professors to
submit coursebook titles to the Iron
Horse so they can be ordered .
Hopefully,somedaydown the road,
Colby students will be able to buy
books at their own college store
without feeling ripped-off after
making a purchase there.Q

J_r M

Life

Continued from page 9
title last year without ever playing
a game. It's obvious that there have
been a lot of mistakes. But I'm not
willing to dwell on those any more,
and you shouldn't be either.
This is a crucial year in
determining what kind of social life
will present itself on Mayflower
Hill. I'm excited. The transition is
over. If the administration, student
government, old frat brothers, and
interested students invest as much
energy in creating a better
atmosp here as they formerly
invested in battling for supremacy,
then Eve could squash the serpent,
Adam could lose his loin cloth, and
Colby could fill its potential as a
modern ParadiseO
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Water ville

Continued fr ompage 9
outside someone's house. Most
likely, the neighbors don't share
the same enthusiasm that we do for
beer at four in the morning. Helping
to end this problem is so simple.
Treat Watervilleas you would your
own hometown. Give it the same
respect, and maybe Colby and
Waterville will be able to forge a
better relationship.Q
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Has opened for another year. Our new
hours of operation are Sam- Spm.Come visit
in the student center and check out our new
menu of tasty treats :
Domits, filled and raised
Danish
Croissants
Muffins
Fresh Loaves of Bread
Brownies
Daily Specials
Soho Soda
International Coffees
Newspapers
Low Prices + More Hours
Cookies Cookies CoofeleS"—*»FOR A BUCK A BAG
Now
available
in
each
dining
hall at the checkers station
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Scoreboard !

I-Play CO-ED Fall Soccer. Schedule

Women's Soccer
Sept. 15
Wheaton College
!
18
University of Southern Maine
Football
Sept. 22
Trinity College
29
Hamilton College
Tufts University
| Oct. 6
Women's Tennis
Sept. 13
University of Maine
15
Bowdoin College
21
Simmons College
Men's Soccer
Sept. 14
Middlebury
15
Norwich University
18
U Maine, Farmington
Men's Cross Country
Sept. 22
University of New Brunswick
29
Bowdoin College, USM
Oct. 6
Codfish Bowl-Franklin Park
Women's Cross Country
Sept. 15
University of Southern Maine
22
Southeastern Mass. Univ. Invitational
29
CBB and Smith College
Golf
Sept. 14-15 Bowdoin Invitational
22-23 Duke Nelson Invitational Tourney
24
CBB Match
Women's Field Hockey
Sept. 14
Plymouth State
15
Amherst College
19
Bates College
bold designates home games

'

Critical Point
By Paul Ar giro
SPORTS EDIT OR

So far this year I have written three articles for my sports section. And not so much as
by accident as by choice,all three have dealt with women's sports—field hockey, tennis and
cross country. Having interviewed two of the coaches, I can honestly say that women's
sports here at Colby need a little more R-E-S-P-E-C-T.
Paula Aboud, coach of the women's tennis team, expressed it besf when she said, "no
one knows about us." For a team that lost only two matches last year, both to.Division I
schools UNH and UVM, and looks to go undefeated thisyear, everyone should know about
them. Personally, I love tennis and will most likely watch more than a few home matches.
Anyway, it 's so much more-fun when you're winning.
And women's tennis isn't the only team to be optimistic about this year. Field hockey
might get a bid to the ECACs, a huge feat for any team. Unfortunately, I bet half the school
doesn't even know where they have their games. That'"s too bad because I guarantee that
they will be one o'f the most exciting teams, men's or women's, to watch this fall.
Not to be overshadowed by any means is this year's cross country team. Granted, road
races aren't the most exciting things to watch at any level but you should at least keep your
eyes and ears open for the name of Michelle Severance '91 who will probably go a lot farther
than anyone expects her to.
So listen up all you victory lovers because I got news for you. If you want consistent
winners this fall, the places to look will be the tennis courts, the field next to the indoor track,
and the cross country course. I wish I could say the same for the football field.Q
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This week's Devastator of the Week goes to Tara Estra '94 who
scored her first goal of her Colby regular season career against

Thomas College On Tuesday. The goal, which came off of a corner kick with
less than five minutes remaining in the game, wound up being the game winner. Her
score put the Mules ahead to stay at 2-1.Congratulations to Tara Estra on becoming this
week's Devastator of the Week.

Monday Sept. 10
3:00 Mary Low Marauders vs. Maggie & the Cave Dudes
4:00 Dana Daisies vs. Acrophobia
5:00 W. Strikers "A" vs. Treworgy
•
Wednesday Sept. 12
3:00 Red Hot Chilli Pipers vs. Drummond Diego Maradonnas
4:00 Grossman vs. Averill
5:00 Coburn "Minds over Matter" vs. Woodman
Thursday Sept. 13
3:00 Taylor vs. Marriner Sea Breezes
4:00 Jammin Johnsonites vs. Goddard Ho
5:00 W. Strikers "B" vs. Pierce BJ's
Friday Sept. 14
3:00 Foss Hallucinogenic Toads vs. Williams
4:00 Dana Daisies vs. Maggie & the Cave Dudes
5:00 Red Hot Chilli Pipers vs. Treworgy
Saturday Sept. 15
1:00 Averill vs. Jammin Johnsonites
2:00 Mary Low vs. Acrophobia
3:00 W. Strikers "B" vs. Drummond Maradonnas
Monday Sept. 17
3:00 Coburn "Minds over Matter" vs. Marriner Sea Breezes
4:00 Woodman vs. Taylor
5:00 Pierce BJ's vs. Grossman
Wednesday Sept. 19
3:00 W. Strikers "A" vs. Goddard Ho
4:00 Foss Hallucinogenic Toads vs. Maggie & the Cave Dudes
5:00 Williams vs. Dana Daisies
Thursday Sept. 20
3:00 Jammin Johnsonites vs. Drummond Maradonnas
4:00 Treworgy vs. Averill
5:00 Mary Low vs. Coburn "Minds over Matter"
Friday Sept. 21
3:00 Acrophobia vs. Taylor
4:00 Goddard Ho vs. Red Hot Chilli Pipers
5:00 W. Strikers "B" vs. Grossman
Saturday Sept. 22
1:00 W. Strikers "A" vs. Pierce BJ's
2:00 Foss Hallucinogenic Toads vs. Woodman
3:00 Williams vs. Marriner Sea Breezes
Monday Sept. 24
3:00 Maggie & the Cave Dudes vs. Treworgy
4:00 Dana Daisies vs. Jammin Johnsonites
5:00 Coburn "Minds Over Matter" vs. Averill
Wednesday Sept. 26
3:00 Goddard Ho vs. Acrophobia
4:00 Mary Low vs. W. Strikers "B"
5:00 Drummond Maradonnas vs. Taylor
Thursday Sept. 27
3:00 Foss Hallucinogenic Toads vs. Grossman
4:00 Marriner Sea Breezes vs. Red Hot Chilli Pipers
5:00 Woodman vs. Pierce BJ's
Friday Sept. 28
3:00 Williams vs. W. Strikers "A"
4:00 Make-up
5:00 Make-up
Saturday Sept. 29
Make-up and the official announcements of the Tourney Pairings
Sunday Sept. 30
Quarter Finals 1:00-4:00
Monday Oct. 1
Semi-Finals 4:00 & 5:00
Wednesday Oct. 3
Colby World Cup Final 5:00
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Sport s Shorts
In women 's soccer, the White Mules
beat Waterville Hi gh School in a scrimmage,
3-0. Laura Longsworth '91 Jen Comstock
'93, and Julie Collard '91 each scored .
In the annual alumni game, the Mules
did not fare as well, losing 3-2 to the Colby
grads. Scoring for the Mules were Tara
Estra '94 and Charlotte Reece '91. The
women's alumni game christened the new
soccer field.
The team started the season Tuesday
with a 2-1 win at Thomas College. Margaret
Igoe '92 scored the first goal on a penalty
kick. With five minutes remaining Tara
Estra scored the winner on a corner kick.
Their home opener is this Saturday at 3
p.m. versus Wheaton College.
The men 's soccer team beat the alumni
team 4-2. Scoring for the men were Joel
MacKall '93, Dan Bouvier '91, Brian "Ski"
Wiercinski '92,and Eric "Rugger"Russman

'91. The alumni were led by Lyle Muir '89
and Tim "Skeeter"Crowley '82.Tomorrow
the Mules kick off the season when they
facea tough Middlebury team here at Colby.
Women 's field hockey has their home
opener this Friday at 4 p.m. followed' by a 2
p.m. match the next day versus Amherst.
The team missed out on three scrimmages
this past weekend at Smith College in
Northampton, Mass. becauseof the measles
scare. The state of Mass. would not allow
the team knowing that potential carriers
could be aboard.
Women's tennis opens its season today
at U Maine and will play Saturday at
Bowdoin.
The men 's golf team is currently
holdingtryoutsatWatervilleCountryClub.
The team hopes to compete in a tournament
this weekend.

Teaching Buddhi st s Ruggers* The Whole Story
the b asics in soccer
By Amy Vreeland
STAFF WRITER

¦

While most Colby students were
busy studying in preparation for
exams last spring, Alan Carlson '91
was in Gangtok, India, studying
Tibetan culture,teaching Buddhist
monks English, and offering them
a few quick lessons on the
fundamentals of soccer.
"While sitting around at the
monastery's coffee shop ... the
subject of sports came up," said
Carlson, who is now in his fourth
season of playing soccer at Colby.
"I was asked if I played any sports
at home." When the monks
discovered Carlson played soccer,
they arranged to meet the following
day to play.
Carlsonsaid thathe wasnervous
at first being placed in the role of
representing American soccer. The
Buddhist monks look up to
Americans in soccer, he said. He
was able to offer many pointers,
answering the "flood of questions"
from the monks concerning
trapping, shooting, and heading the
ball.
The pick-up soccer games also
helped Carlson to get to know the
monks better. 'The ones that were
shyer in the classroombecame more
outgoing on the field as they grew
more confident."
Carlson had travelled to the
province of Sikkim in northern
India to work on an independent
Study project. The English teacher
a.the rigorous Karma Shri Nalanda
Institute for Hi gher Buddhist
Studies had left suddenly and
Carlson found himself teaching four
Eng lish classes a day.
On the soccer field, which was
"no more than a flat dirt patch along

the path which ringed the
monastery,"the monks retired their
traditional robes for "tank tops,
athletic shorts, bare feet, and an
occasional pair of cleats," said
Carlson.
"Winning and scoring, which I
viewed as the objective of the game
were important to these players,"
said Carlson, "but what was even
more important was the chance to
run around likemad,and forget for
a moment the responsibilities of
being a Buddhist monk. When a
cow came running across the patch,
we all tried to kick the ball at it,
forgetting to drive to the goal."
"As we practiced our penalty
kicks on a makeshift goal made up
of a shrub and a pole for prayer
flags," said Carlson, "...it became
obvious that most of the monks
were more interested in haying fun
than in learning about the finer
points of thegame from somecrazy
Westerner. A hard shot which went
wide and hit an unobservant
bystander in the leg received as
much applause as a perfect shot in
the corner of the goal."
"The style in which these monks
played reflected the warmth of their
personalities," said Carlson, "and
the pleasure which they seemed to
find in almost all activities." Their
rigorous studies and prayer caused
the monks to take their free-time
very ser iously whet her it was
playing tag or having a d ebate,
according to Carlson.
He said that he would "never
trade the experience" because he
was able to "really get inside the
monastery and see the monks not
only as deeply religious Buddhists,
bu t also as st ud ents in the classroom
who sang songs, d rank coffee, and
played soccer." ?

They play in "the swamp,"have
a maniacal coach who commutes
an hour each way from Portland
every day, and after bashing in their
opponent's brains each week, they
sit down and have a beer with them
after the game.
Colby 's men's and women's
rugby teams are an assortment of
characters that you could only find
congregating around a sport where
helmets and padding are
considered a faux pas. Under the
watchful eye of their head coach,
Chuck McCormick '89, the rugby
teams seem to have rounded the
corner in their march towards
becoming serious teams.
Rugby at Colby has evolved
from its previous state when it was
ruled by fraternity members with
the sole purpose being the mass
consumption of alcohol. Now, it
has become a club where practices
are four and five days a week, and
the p layers have begun to consider
themselves quality athletes.
Colby rugby is not in a league
because they arenot a varsitysport.
Instead, they are part of the New
England Rugby Football Union.
"In rugby it is much different
than in a varsity sport because you
have to be part of the union," said
Matt Lehman '91. "Otherwise, you
are considered a renegade team.
And what..happens, is that the
renegade schools get blackballed.
Essentially nobody would play you
after a while."
In addition, maintaining club
status allows for more freedom.
"We were offered varsity status,
b ut we chose to rema i n a club,"
sa id Charl ie Donal dso n '91,
president of the men's team.
'Traditionally, that is the way that
schools have always done it. On
top of that, we are able to maintain
our freedom because with dues we
are able to be pretty self sufficient."
Geoff CXHara '91, t his year 's
CORRECTIONS
In the9/6/90issueofU.eEcto,the
photograph of the women's soccer
team was taken of them playing in an
inner-squad scrimmage, not against
U.M.O. The photograph was taken at
the practice field.
The game against the alumni
christened thenewfield,not thegame
against U.M.O.
Assistant foo t ball coach David
Kilborn's name was misspelled last
week. He also spent last year playing
footballatMaineMaritime Academy.
Head Soccer coach Mark
Serdjenian has been coaching for
fifteen years. Senior EricRussman is a
midfielder.

p hoto courtesy of Alan Carlson

Here, Alan Carlson shows the Buddhist
mon ks one of many soccer tips.
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Echo file photo
Here, the men's Rugby team demonstrates half of this interesting sport.
backs' captain, said, "Things are a
lot more serious now—five days a
week,plus a lot more conditioning.
The drinking aspect is a part of it,
but now it takes a much more
exterior role."
"It's just as competitive as any
other sport," added forwards'
captain Wri ght Dickinson '92. "It is
just that at the end of game, it is
time to put the game behind you.
We leave the game, and all the
action from it on the field. After the
ga me it is time to raise a glass with
friends."
Worldwide, rugby has long
been associated with sharing a beer
with the opposition once the game
is over. The idea behind the
tradition is that what happened on
the field between the two teams is
history.
Anyone who has ever been to a
rugby drink-up will tell you that
watching the two teams sing songs
together, along with the general
foolishness that occurs, is often just
as exciting as the game itself.
O'Hara cla ims, "We are just
good oi' boys. But the athletic part
is what is pushed these days,rather
than just the drinking."
Women's player Jen Scott '91
said, "Wh en I was a rookie, no one
ever made me drink, and I have
never felt forced to take part in any
of it."
This year 's teams have grown
in numbers, but both teams will be
looking to their veterans to lead
them into the fall season. Both
squads have found that rugb y ha s
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moved from a small club sport to
one where they can easily field two
and three sides.
The women'steam,led by senior
captains Tara Taupier,Julie Daniels,
and club president J essica Butler
have seen a massive turnout this
year for practice sessions, and will
definitely be fielding two quality A
and B sides, with the distinct
possibility of a C side.
Tau pier feels that the players
return to Mayflower Hill backed
with the deepest and most talented
group of players they have had in
many years.
"Usually we have to start from
scratch and what winds up
happening is that we have to start
some rookies. But thisyear we have
so many returning starters that we
should have a big advantage over
most of the other teams," said
Tauoier.
She added , "With the
combination of speed and power
we are going to have a real jum p on
other teams in the league."
Kristen Herbster '91, who
play ed rug by for the Scottish
national championship team last
year, feels this is a big year for the
women 's team. "With the
combination of our savory
uniforms, and most excellent
players, this year could be most
triumphant," she said.
Th e rugby teams play at the
University of Maine at Orono a
week from Saturday. They will
debut their "savory un if orms " at
home on Parent's Weekend.Q
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Women's Tennis hittin g- better than ever
Tri-captain Twisty Gogolak '91
agreed. "We will definitely go
undefeated . We are stronger than
By Paul Argir o
lastyearbecauseofourdepth. There
SPOR TS EDITOR
is absolutely no drop in ability from
Aside
from our number one player to our
victories, the New number six player."
Leading the team thisyear at the
England' s,, and
sending players to number one spot is Maria Kim '93.
the Nationals, the "She has guts that make her do
one thing the Colby things that no one else does on the
women's tennis tennis court," said Aboud. Kim
team is looking for turned down a full scholarship to
this year is respect. USC to play here at Colby. As
"There is enough Gogolak said, "Her ability rubs off
energy on this team to all the other players. She is
that would make supportive and full of energy."
But not far behind Kim is Lisa
other coaches go gaga over. But yet, the Black '92 who will be playing the
campus doesn 't number two position. As Aboud
know about us," said , "She is a dynamic and
said Coach Paula wonderful tennis p layer. She will
challenge Kim this year." In fact,
Aboud.
"My personal Black beat Kim last spring in the
goal is for this team final match of the season.
With numbers one and two
to go undefeated,"
'
s
ecu
r ely set, Aboud hopes to see
said
Aboud
.
"We
photo by Rebecca Pratt
Tri-captain Twisty Gogolak '91 keeps an eye on the ball look good and we Gogolak at three, Reena Chandra
and hop es to keep an eye on an undefeated season.
look good early."
'93 at four and Ann Bonniwell, the

lone frosh , at five. Bonniwell is
being called upon this year to fill
the shoes of tri-captain Maryann
Hutchinson '91, who will miss the
season because of an Achilles
tendon pull shesuffered last spring.

"It is amazing the
amount of p layers that
can go in on a given
day and reall y p lay
well. Of my twenty
years of coaching, this
team is in the top two
that I have ever
coached. "
-Coa ch Paula Aboud
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As Aboud said "Maryann will
be greatly missed. She is a tough
player to replace. But Ann has the

height and the physical ability to
hop in there and contribute to this
team," said Aboud.
Tri-captain Tricia O'Sullivan '91
will likely be playing the sixth
singles spot with three, and
potentially four, players trying to
knock her out. "It is amazing the
amount of players that can go in on
a given day and really play well,"
said Aboud. "Of my twenty years
of coaching, this team is in the top
two that I have ever coached."
The three doubles teams are
locked up at this time. Playing
number one doubles will be Kim
and Gogolak who will be trying to
go to the Nationals. Black and
Bonniwell will be p laying the
second doubles spot * with
O'Sullivan and Chandra taking over
the third doubles position.
O'Sullivan said, "We have to
play the season match by match
and concentrate on playing well.
We have a lot of tough matches like
against UNH and UVM,but we are
back in better shape and we have
the depth to win a lot of matches."Q

XC ountry young but strong I-PLAY kicks in

New program starts with soccer

By Paul Argiro

an d Kebba Tolbert

SPORTS ED IT OR AND

CONTRIBUTING WRITE R

One of my goal's this season is
to improve on last year 's
performances," said women'scross
country coach Debbie Aitken, who
lost last year's top two runners, Jill
Vollweiler and Karin Killmer to
graduation. With this year 's top
three runners being first year
students, this may be easier said
than done.
"We are a youthful team ,"
admitted Aitken, "but we should
have no trouble improving on last
year's mediocre finishes. "Lastyear
the team finished in fifth place in
NESCACs, in sixth place in the
Division III New Englands, and in
sixth place in the ECACs.
The youth Aitken is rel ying on
are first year students Michelle
Severance, Christine Messier, and
Jennifer Hartshorn. Severance has
a lot of pressure on her this season
as she looks to fill the shoes of
Vollweiler. She was Maine State
champion for two years in a row so
she got looked at by Stanford and
other Division J schools," Aitken
said.
Both Messier and Hartshorn
both looking to swap the number
two and three positions throughout
the season. "Messier is one of those
runners who is eager to improve
and who will not burn out ,"
commented Aitken. "Hartshorn is
a very experienced middlcdistance
runner who might need time to
adjust to theSK length of thecourse.
But sheis not afraid of competition."
Althoug h led by youth ,the team
is not without its veterans, Co-

Echo file photo
Captain LeslieEydenberg joins Senior Colleen Halleckas they prepare what
could be a very strong cross country season.

captains Leslie Eydenberg '91 and
Julie Eells '92 arc both looking to
finish in the top seven. Colleen
Hallcck '91 and Candicc Killmer
'93also arelooking tobrcakinto the
scoring this season.
"The keys to our success this
season arc staying healthy and our
depth ," said Aitken. "Wc have
pcoplolikc Theresa SuIIivan '91 who
has never run cross country before
but could be a surprise for us. I'm

really happy with our team."
Two of Aitken 's goals are
improving at NESCACs, hopefully
finishing third behind Williamsand
Bowdoin,and giving Bowdoin , who
lost nobody of importance to
graduation ,' a good match. "If we
keep getting stronger week after
week,like I think wo will, wc should
be able to give Bowdoin a run for
their money," said Aitken.Q

being the first,, followed by
football , field hockey, and
volleyball.
After a three-week season,
By Amy Vreeland
provided there are six teams in
STAFFWRITER
each division ,playoffgameswill
mmoMmMmmmtMmmmMMmmammMmmmBmmmmmmMtmmmmmammmmmmbe held to decide the Overa ll
Colby's revamped I-PLAY winner for each division.
program, comprised of both a
The new l-PLAY program
residence hall division and art transfers more responsibility to
open division, kicked off its fall $tu-A by having Oina Toman,
season on Monday with all teams the new Assistant Director of
competing irv soccer>
Student Activities,act asthemain
While 20 coed residence hall coordinator. This change takes
teams signed up to play,only two, sOm eprC$$uro0ffMcp0wcttarfd
aU *maie teams wanted te distributes power more evenly*
participate in the open division,
Cox wants to get students
leaving them to play in abcsl~of- excited about I-PLAY by
thrce tournament.
publicising the schedule and
M?LAY director Curvy organizing social activities to
MclDowell attributes tho larger coincide with games, such $s a
number of teams in ther evidential barbecue ' a t an * l-P LAY
league to the hall sta ffs championship Co* $aid he i$
enthusiasm and _&<* "na tural! strivingto make an I-PLAY gamo
inclination for first years students an all-campus event,
to sign tip with their residence,
l-PLAY Chairs from each of
hall."
the four Commote who were
Howev er, ho believes the appointed last spr ing will
up com i ng M^LAY sporte such as implement the program and form
football and field hockeywill have thoStanding I-PLAY Committee,
more teams In the open division, They include : Jody Cox
in which single sex: tews are '91(Lovojoy., Eric Johnson '$%
permitted.
(Chaplin), Dana McClintock m
Colby's intramural program <fohn$on), and Errtilfe Abalr '92
wa» restructured last year after a (Mary Low), At the residence
conflict erupted regarding the hall level, Vice Presidents and X*
administration's decision i;hat PLAY Ch airs are responsible for
forced teams to be comprised collecting rasters, posting game
solely of residence 1.8)1 member &. ncbodvtks, and maintaining
l-PLAY chair Jody Cox 'Pi con tact with tho Commons
believes thnt tho new program's Chairs,
strength lies in lis ability to
Spring I-PLAY sports include
combine the compotitivenos *. cf
basketball, hockey, and softball)
two ye<ir-4 ago with tost year*-* whilo JdnPJan activities will be
promotion of residential Ufa.
dcierrnined later by a student
This year only ono sport will $mvoy,a
be played at a time, with soccer

